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Introduction
The papers of a former chairman of the UMC Department of Germanic and Slavic studies include correspondence, teaching materials, departmental papers, papers of various foreign language associations, newsletters, conference materials, subject files, articles, Rotary Club materials, oral histories of German-Americans in Missouri, student materials, and miscellaneous professional material.

Restriction
Includes all accessions. OPEN for use, but student papers can NOT be photocopied. Audio/video materials can NOT be copied.

NOTE: In addition to CA4790, this preliminary inventory includes the following accessions: CA4795, CA4798, CA4850, CA4918, CA4926, CA5039, CA5349, CA5472, CA5509, and CA5536. See also the following collections:

- Adolf E. and Rebecca Schroeder Collection (CA5648)
- Adolf E. and Rebecca Schroeder Folk Song and Folklore Collection (C3826)

Box List

ACCESSION CA4790
Box 1
“Comparative Study of the Development of Digital Technology”
“Swiss in American life”
Academic plan—UMC
American Association of Teachers of German—newsletter
American Association of University Professors
American Council for the study of Austrian Literature
Ballads—German
Class papers, 1983-1984
Clipping and articles—foreign language
Clippings—German activities UM-Columbia
Collection Oral History and Folklore—suggested guidelines
Correspondence—miscellaneous
Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst
Festival of Missouri Folk Music and Dance
German Club—UMC, newsletter
Grants and scholarships
Job opportunities
Missouri foreign language journal
Missouri Teacher of German—newsletter
Modern language—teacher glossary
National Endowment for the Humanities
Padagogischer Austauschdienst
Student evaluations
Study programs abroad
Travel
United Nations Staff Development Program
Vienna study program

Box 2
Class records
Erste Schritte, 1969
FLES—German—American Association of teachers of German (AATG)
Foreign Language Department—UMC, chairman
Foreign Language Department—UMC, publicity
Foreign Language—Department brochures
Foreign Language—Department evaluation, 1979
Foreign language—Department materials collection
Foreign language—education
Foreign languages in Elementary Schools (FLES)—German materials
Foreign language—Study, United States
German placement
Graduate school—forms
Grants and scholarship—teachers
M.A. in Russian
Miscellaneous publications
PHD programs
Russian studies
Summer session in Germany, 1969, 1970
Translations and tutors

Box 3
Bonner Almanach
Correspondence
Deutschland, 1966
Foreign Language Department—UMC, scrapbooks
Graduate program revisions
Missouri Origins
PHD language exams
Post cards
“The New Braunfels German Dialect”
“Three Witnesses to our Crisis”
“Where the Sun of Freedom Shines”

Box 4
Audio-Motor approach to languages
Delta Phi Alpha
Delta Phi Alpha—Initiation
Delta Phi Alpha—Official correspondence
Delta Phi Alpha—recognition banquet
Delta Phi Alpha—Scholarship applications
Delta Phi Alpha—scholarship selection, 1983
Foreign language periodicals
Fulbright Scholarship program
German 301
German Club
German Club, NFSG
German—reading list
Graduate assistants, 1972-1981
Graduate faculty—German
Graduate program
Graduate senate and doctoral faculty
International Service Committee
M.A. Curriculum
Missouri Federation of Students of German
Rotary Foundation

Box 5
AATG, 1973
AATG—awards, 1972
AATG—membership
AATG—membership
AATG—Membership list, master
AATG—testing, 1974-1977
Department of Foreign Languages, Public relations
Foreign Language Association of Missouri (FLAM)—essay contest
Foreign language participation day, 1974
German teachers in Missouri
German teachers—addresses
German test, 1977
Miscellaneous—foreign language studies
Miscellaneous—Missouri AATG
Miscellaneous—teaching German
NDEA—Title IV, application, 1965
OE—work study
Schoningh, Ferdinand
State Department of Education—lists of teachers
Box 6
Book awards and prizes
Lecturers
Newsletter
Public information
Thesis and term papers
University Assembly Lecture

Box 7
“Three Witnesses to Our Crisis”
Band I
Band II
das Fenster
Erste Schritte
Germany, Christman
Plays, short
Plays—Christmas
Plays—one act
Poems—Christmas
Select Bibliography of European Folk Music
Skits
Songs—Christmas
Songs—German, popular
Weinachten
Audiovisual materials
  Audio discs (Records)—German language
  Audiocassettes—Schliesien
  Audiocassettes—Vickery, Walter N.
Audio tapes
  Deutsche Literaturgeschichte—Hoffmannsthal
  German I, 1952
  Schiller, Freude
  Schweitzer, Albert—excerpt from speech, 1949
  Unidentified (2 tapes)
  Vorlesung (2 tapes)
  Vorlesungungen

Box 8
Audiovisual materials
Audio tapes
  Buchner: Der Hessische Landbote
  Cunz: Die Deutsche Schweiz
  Der Dom zu Trier
  Der Richter und der Teufel
  Faust—Goethe (4)
  Grimm: Duetsche Einflusse in der Kultur der Vereinigten Staaten
Hauptman: Die Weber
Heller: Kafka
Lederer: Das Theater in Osterreich
Mann: Confessions of Felix Krull
Mann: Tonio Kroger
Mrs. Epp: Readings
Mrs. Epp: Russian songs
Roseler: Germany, 1870-1914
Roseler: Introduction to the Times of Hauptmann
Roseler: Social Implications of Hauptmann’s Time
Sachsen, Brandenburg and Die Deutsche Bibliotek
Schreiber: Wie der Weinachsbaw nach Amerika kam
Schroeder: The Biedermeier Theme
Schweitzer: Goethe (2)
Seidlin: Analysis of Eichendorf’s Taugenichts
Seidlin: Eichendorff
Seidlin: Goethe’s Views
Seidlin: Schiller, Poet of Politics
Seidlin: Taugenichts
Spender: Schiller, Shakespeare and the Theme of power
Stechow: Ernst Wiechert
Westphal
Zeydel: Deutsche Schulwesen in America, part 1
Zeydel: Deutsche Schulwesen in America, part 2

Box 9
Microfilm—unidentified copies of German woodcuts, drawings, maps, illustrations, photographs, and miscellaneous
Audio tapes
   Blair: Poetry
   Das Deutsche Lied (3)
   Deutschland Wird Eine Diktatur
   Eichendorff
   Eichendorff Feier (2)
   Hauptmann: Lyrikon
   Mann: Liest aud. . .Felix Krull
   Seidlin: Tanzende Seelen (2)

ACCESSION CA4795
Box 1
Academic Counseling material
Basic Russian course, handbooks I and II
Brochures
Comments on Etymology
Curriculum changes
Department meetings, 1981-
ACCESSION CA4795 (Box 1 cont.)
Final Report—National Defense Language Institute
German 275
German 301
German and Slavic language curriculum and instruction
German council
Graduate students
Honors
Image and word
International Council for Traditional Music—27th conference
Materials list
Miscellaneous
Missouri Dunkard community
NDEA—Overseas Institute for Advanced Study in German
Summer sessions
University of Missouri—other campuses

ACCESSION CA4798
Box 1
Hermann project
Kloss—correspondence
Kloss—Report, German American Historical resources
Missouri Committee for the Humanities—folklore, the universal language
Symposium-Thematic patterns in German and Russian folklore
Weldon Spring—Fund # 1
“Women of Achievement”

Box 2
German visitors, 1984
International Council for Traditional Music
International Folk Music Council
Missouri Committee for the Humanities
  Project—director’s meeting
  Project—interim report, 1980
  Project—report, the Immigrant Experience
  Project—evaluator
  Travel
University lectures committee

ACCESSION CA4850
Box 1
Two volumes of handwritten poetry in German
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ACCESSION CA4918
Box 1
Rotary Club
  Agendas
  Correspondence
  Flyers
  Membership lists
  Miscellaneous organization files
  Newsletters
  Scholarship forms
  Study exchange team—India, 1977
Rotary Club—Baton Rouge
Rotary Club—Bremerhaven
Rotary Club—Columbia

Box 2
  Rotary Speak—newsletter
  Rotary Club—Columbia, president’s papers
  Brochures and pamphlets
  Rotary International—books

Box 3
  Assorted articles—A.E. Schroeder, German and English
  Conferences—A.E. Schroeder
  Conferences—correspondence, 1976
  Cultural life of Missouri Ethnic Groups—Weldon Spring fund
  Eichenseer, 1977
  *German of the Dakotas: Their Language and Culture*, PhD dissertation, Shirley Fischer Arends, 1988
  Miscellaneous papers—loose
  Missouri Cultural Resources Network—Missouri Council on the Humanities
  *New Threads: Needlework of New American Women*
  Self evaluation, Central High School (St. Joseph, MO), 1983
  North Central Association, visiting committee handbook

ACCESSION CA4926
Box 1
  Assorted photographs and calendars
  *Where the Sun of Freedom Shines*—exhibit negatives
  *Where the Sun of Freedom Shines*—exhibit photographs
  Amish
  Anheuser-Busch
  Anti-German
  Benecke
  Bollinger, George Frederick
  Business—stores
ACCESSION CA4926 (Box 1 cont.)
Cape Girardeau
Children
Churches
Civil War
Customs
Documents—Naturalization
Eisleben Church—Scott County
Emigration and emigration societies
Emigration—Institute for Auslandsbeziehungen
Farm life—viniculture
Germany, Bavaria
Germany, Bentheim
Germany, Burgsteinfurt
Germany, Lemgo
Goebel, Rudolph (St. Charles)
Hageman, Dr. Hans
Hermann
Jefferson City
Joslyn Art Museum
Landscapes—Missouri
Machens, Joseph H. (St. Charles County)
Men of distinction
Mennonites
Missouri Council on the Humanities—exhibit possibilities
Music
Nagel
Newspapers—publications
O’Fallon—Sisters of the Most Precious Blood
Pelster House barn
Perry County
Recreation—entertainment
Recreation—sports
Schewe family (St. Louis, Vandalia)
Schools
St. Charles
St. James
St. Louis
Warren County
Western Missouri
Westphalia
Women

Box 2
MO Department of Conservation—calendars
Where the Sun of Freedom Shines—exhibit panels, 1-18; assorted photographs
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ACCESSION CA5039
f. 1 Three booklets entitled: The Musical Life of Bethel German Colony; Bethel German Colony, Religious Beliefs and Practices; and Ein Zeppelin-Maschinist erzählt Meine Fahrten 1931-1938.

ACCESSION CA5349
Box 1
Teaching and research materials
   Allgemeine bibliographie
   Bibliographies—novelle, 20th century
   Classicism
   Contemporary German literature
   Der Deutsche Roman
   Deutsche Baroque
   Deutsche Literatur von Ausgang
   Drama and Theater
   Exile literature
   Expressionismus
   Faust
   German 360—Wiener Café
   Goethe’s Faust
   Novelle, 1880-1950
   Poetry
   Poetry and Drama—19th century
   Poetry and Drama—20th century
   Prose—19th century
   Prose—20th century
   Rilke, Ranier Maria
   Romantik
   Survey—19th and 20th centuries
   War in German Literature: a Critical half Century

Box 2
Authors and notables
   Aichinger, Ilse
   Andreas-Salome, Lou
   Andres, Stefan
   Becher, Johannes
   Beethoven, Ludwig van
   Benjamin, Walter
   Benn, Gottfried
   Bergengruen, Werner
   Bibelübersetzung
   Bismark, Otto von
   Boll, Heinrich
   Borchert, Wolfgang
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ACCESSION CA5349 (Box 2 cont.)

Brentano, Clemens
Brecht, Bertolt
Brinkman, Rolf Dieter
Britten, Benjamin
Britting, George
Buchner, George
Busch, Wilhelm
Celan, Paul
Criticism
Dix, Otto
Doblin, Alfred
Dreiser, Theodore
Droste-Hulshoff, Annette
Durer, Albrecht
Durrenmatt, Friedrich
Eckhart, Meister
Eich, Gunter
Eichendorff, Joseph
Fontane, Theodor
Frank, Leonhard
Freiligrath, Ferdinand
Fried, Erich
Frisch, Max
Fritz, Walter H.
Geissler, Christian
Gellert, Christian
George, Stefan
Goethe, Johann
Grass, Guenther
Grillparzer, Franz
Gropius, Walter
Gruppe

Teaching and research materials

Alphabet
Books and book lists
Clippings and bibliographies—miscellaneous
Deutsche Frauen
German Civilization
German Middle Ages
German reading lists
History of German Literature
M.A. Examinations
Miscellaneous German texts
Survey of German Literature
Transparencies
ACCESSION CA5349 (cont.)

Box 3

Authors and notables

Haecker, Hans-Joachim
Hagelstange, Rudolph
Handke, Peter
Hauptmann, Gerhart
Hebbel, Friedrich
Hesse, Hermann
Heym, George
Hochhuth, Rolf
Hoffmann, E.T. A.
Hofmannsthal, Hugo
Holderlin, Friedrich
Huch, Felix
Humboldt, Wilhelm
Jesuitendrama
Johnson, Uwe
Joyce, James
Junger, Ernst
Kafka, Franz
Kant, Immanuel
Kasack, Herman
Kaschnitz, Marie
Keller, Gottfried
Kleist, Heinrich von
Krieger, Arnold
Langgasser, Elizabeth
Lebert, Hans
LeFort, Gertrud
Lenan, Nicholas
Lenz, Siegfried
Lernet-Holenias, Alexander
Lessing, Gotthold
Maeterlinck, Maurice
Mann, Heinrich
Mann, Thomas
May, Karl
Molo, Walter
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus
Muenchhausen
Musil, Robert
Nietzsche, Friedrich
Nossack, Hans
Novalis—Friedrich von Hardenberg
Pasternak, Boris
ACCESSION CA5349 (Box 3 cont.)

Remarque, Erich
Sachs, Hans
Schenk, Gustav
Schiller, Friedrich
Schreider, Reinhold
Schnitzler, Arthur
Schweitzer, Albert
Sealsfield, Charles
Seume, Johann
Spengler, Oswald
Stifter, Adalbert
Storm, Theodor
Thoma, Ludwig
Trakl, Georg
Traven, B.
Tucholsky, Kurt
Undset, Sigrid
Wagner, Gunter
Wagner, Richard
Walser, Martin
Wassermann, Jakob
Wedekind, Frank
Weiss, Ernst
Weinherber, Josef
Werfel, Franz
Wiechert, Ernest
Wieland, Christoph
Zech, Paul
Zuckmayer, Carl
Zweig, Stefan

Box 4

Language development and testing
Applicants for teaching positions
Chairman files
Copy service
Correspondence
Correspondence—German Folklore Course
Course evaluations
Curriculum files
Enrollment figures
Examinations
Fiscal matters
Form letters
Intensive German—testing
ACCESSION CA5349 (Box 4 cont.)
   Kansas State testing examinations
   Library materials

Box 5
Language department and testing materials
   Nagel, Elsa—Fund and scholarship
   Placement and proficiency
   Staff
   Suggestions for a course of study in German
   University of Missouri—general information
   Vouchers
   Work study
   Bibliographies
   Foreign language in Elementary Schools—packets, guides, materials
   Foreign language in Secondary Schools—packets, guides, materials
   German Audio—Lingual materials
   Pantaenius, Joachim

Subject files
   Austria
   East Germany
   German—Architecture
   German—art
   German—cities
   German—life
   German—lyrics
   German—music
   Germany
   Goethe Institute
   Gossen, Herman—Translation
   Holland
   Publications—Miscellaneous
   Switzerland
   Transportation

Box 6
Oral History tapes
   Anholt—Deister

Student papers

Box 7
Oral History tapes
   Domsch—Zwosta

Ethnic groups and towns
   Martinck, Helen—3
   Pavlik, Rev. James J.
ACCESSION CA5349 (Box 7 cont.)
Old Mines French—instruction, Rosemary Thomas
Fechtel, A.G.
Haldiman, Jake
Jamestown, Swiss—2
Abramovitz, Mike
Polish picnic
German heritage music and dance
Depression—slide presentation
German American heritage—8
German American heritage—1 reel to reel tape

ACCESSION CA5472
Box 1
Missouri Foreign Language—newsletter
Missouri Foreign Language—journal
Missouri Teachers of German—newsletter
American Association of Teachers of German—newsletter
Louisiana Broadcast Foreign Language—newsletter
American Association of Teachers of German—records
Foreign Language Association of Missouri—records
Cape Girardeau—ethnic groups research and program materials
Dingeldein, Otto—exhibit and program materials
   Bills and receipts
   Correspondence
   Exhibit booklets
   Exhibit texts
   Grant agency materials
   Notes
   Photographs

Box 2
Dingeldein, Otto—exhibit and program materials
   Biographical notes
   Missouri House of Representatives resolution
   Negatives
   Photograph selections
   Recordings—4 audio cassettes
   Slides

ACCESSION CA5509
Box 1
Bauer, Robert
Cape Girardeau
Chancellor’s Development Fund
Chancellor’s grant
Class papers
   Salter, Stefan
   Heckel, W.
Conferences, 1984
Correspondence and artwork for flyers
Correspondence—A, 1984-1986
Exhibit inquiries
Exhibit materials—design
Lincoln County Archaeological and Historical Society—banquet, 1989
Miscellaneous—Missouri, 1989
Missouri Arts Council—German music and dance, application
Missouri Committee for the Humanities—correspondence
Missouri Committee for the Humanities—preserving the German heritage, 1983
Missouri Committee for the Humanities—traveling exhibit, correspondence
Missouri Committee for the Humanities—traveling exhibit, proposal & contract
Missouri Origins—script
Modern Language Association, 1979
Recapturing the Dream
Saxon Hill Heritage—videocassette & script
Society for German American Studies, Ft. Hays State University, 1982
St. Louis Symposium on German Literature
The Land We Cherished
Translation project—fluorine problem in the aluminum industry
University of Missouri-Columbia—development grant
University of Missouri-Columbia—research
Box List

Box 1
Exhibit Files
"Where the Sun of Freedom Shines"
   Publicity
   Financial records
   Requests
"Image and Word"
   Correspondence
   Financial records
The Reporter, New Melle, Missouri
International Council for Traditional Music
German American Experience in Missouri, correspondence
Kansas Quarterly, Koch issue
Conference files

Box 2
Conference files
Missouri Humanities Committee, American Mirror Program
University of Missouri Press, correspondence
Hold Dear As Always, proofs
Dr. Josef Enzweiler
Missouri Arts Council
Missouri Humanities Committee
Lectures completed
Miscellaneous
N.E.I-I. Proposal
Missouri Origins Landscape of a Home
Strength Through Wisdom: A Critique of U.S. Capability

Box 3
German Immigrant Research Materials
Grundy County
Higginsville
Jefferson City
Ralph Lewis
St. James
Longbridge
Trenton
Homeyer Family
Mallinkrodt Papers
Novinger
The German Connection: A Compendium for Americans
A Record of Information Concerning Physical Education, Recreation, and Athletics in the
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St. Louis Public Schools from 1943-1972
Curriculum Guide for Physical Education, Elementary Schools, St. Louis Public Schools
Videocassette
  "Melle, Germany, Visits New Melle, Missouri"
Audiocassette
  "Hauptgottesdienst", St. Paul’s Lutheran Church, New Melle, Missouri

Box 4
Charles Sealsfield, Lexicon and index

Box 5
Gottfried Duden, correspondence and research material
"Deutsche Sprache in Missouri"
Fleischhauer Festschrift
Arndt Festschrift
"Hold Dear", reviews
Missouri Heritage Trust
Missouri Alliance of Historic Preservation
Posters
Missouri Arts Council, 1990s
Miscellaneous
"This Week in Germany"

Box 6
Concordia Project, grant proposals
Kansas City Germania Club
"Heroes From the Land of Freedom", W. Kamphoefere
Goethe Institute, correspondence and announcements
Exhibit, German contributors to American Agriculture
University of Missouri, Carver Conference
Schleswig-Holtstein connection
Cole County Historical Society newsletter
Genealogia, Mid-Missouri Gen.Society
Boone-Duden Historical Society
Washington Historical Society
Thomas Benton mural, Missouri state capitol
"A History of the Romance Languages Dept, U. of Missouri"

Box 7
German Oral History Project and Missouri Origins Project (interview files containing correspondence, biography forms, and transcriptions, and other recordings of miscellaneous interviews, performances, lectures, and conferences) [NOTE: See also Audiovisual Material for audio recordings]
  Bower, Clarence
  Bower, Lucille
  Domsch, John T.
Holsten, Melvin J.
Zeigelbein, Lydia Domsch
Fuchs, Clara
Schnackenberg, Augusta
Schwab, Walter H.
Zeigelbein, John
Kingsbury, Lilburn A.
Owens, Elizabeth
Bodenschutz; Wachter; Zwosta; New Wells residents
Grossheider; Hiller, Linda; Kasten, Oscar
Hunter, Max
Aholt, Frances
Aulbert, Henry
Baepler, Erica
Baepler, Frederick A.
Balkenbusch, Anna
Basler, Agnes
Basler, Lucille
Bentinck, Henry and Rosalie
Bowles, Edward L.
Broerman, Harry
Buersmeyer, Caspar
Burger, Natalie
Burkel, Louis A.
Decker, E. William
Deister, Nancy
Dieckhoff, Edwin H.
Doss, Martin
Dotson, Cora
Evans, Marjorie
Herberger, Bertha
Hilkemeyer, Gertrud
Hummel, George
Krahenmann, Otto
Keisker, Walter J.
Krueger, Edward K.
Kappelmann, Emil and Bertha
Kasten, L.W.
Lampe, Rudolph
Linhardt, Adam N.
Linsenbardt, Edward
Linsenbardt, Flora and Gus
Linsenbardt, Hermann J.
Lohrmann, Harold G.
Luetkemeyer, Emma
Luetkemeyer, Joseph
Mensch, Ruby
Meyers
Michalkowsky, Heinz
Muench-Hunstein, Elsa
Muller, Agnes and Grace
Nagel, Max
Niederjohn, Edwin
Pelster, Alfred
Pelster, Nina
Rader, Polycarp
Rehkop, Milton and Lillie
Saum, George J.
Schade, Leo
Schroeder, Victor
Siegel, Roma

Box 8
German Oral History Project and Missouri Origins Project
Theissen, Katherine E.
Toedbusch, Rosa
Studer family
Carlstrom, Melba
Bauche, Evelyn
Schmidt, Florence
Bauche, Gustave
Aulbert, Clifford
Bothe, Edna
Barnstorff, Johanna
Burger, Gertrud M.
Lewis, Ralph O.
Lower, Lavinia
Mantel, Lucille
Poettgen, Eugene
Schlueter, Antonette
Schowengerdt, Margaret and Neal
Wegman, Sylvester
Wild, Heinrich
Bockwinkel, Christine
Gregory, Ralph
Haertling, Ida
Knox, Camilla
Abramovitz, Mike and Rose
Andrzejewski, Halina
Biernacki, Jacob
Bratkowski Nichols, Joann
Renkoski, Rosella
Polizzi, Salvator
Cardetti, Joseph E.
Donati, Jodie
Piazza, Joseph and Sophia
Young, Viola Wachal
Posler, Alma
Skroh, Tressa
Wachal, Helen
Kovacs, Charles C.
Roswoicz, Stella
Konnyu, Leslie
Muench, Howard
Bruggemann, Elda
Stadnyk, Stephen
Martinek, Mrs. Henry
Bethel German Colony, Music Conference
Bethel German Colony, Music Conference
Bethel Geramn Colony , Religion Conference
Marion & Virgil Culler, Bethel
Clarence Bower, Bethel
Kathleen Wilham, Bethel
Dr. David Duke, Bethel Music as a Key to Understanding Colony Religion
John Keil Richards, Joel Hartman, Singing and Swinging into Paradise
Low German Theater
Concordia Low German Club songs
Hochtit’s Gedichta
Lawrence A. Weigel, Volga German Songs
Heritage of the Volga Germans
Germans From Russia
Anna Hein, Hermann, Missouri
Brethorst, Hermann, Missouri
Plattdeutsch Snaken?, Cole Camp, Missouri 1988
Missouri Folksong & Music
Traditional Ballads and Songs - Native American Songs
The Music of the Missouri French - Christian Fiddle Music
Music of Thelma Conway – German Folk Music
Charlie Walden with George Morris
Evening of German and Missouri Music
Adolf Eichenseer program
Vera Decker, St. Louis
Suzanne Alexander
Leona Calvert, Bethel, “Kucheraus, Kucheraus”
Folklore: The Universal Language
The Folklore of the Missouri Rhineland, Ralph Gregory, Anna Hesse
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Fanny Rose Magers, Trenton, Missouri
Dr. Hans Hageman, Trenton, Missouri
Lutz Rohrich, St. Louis, Emigration Songs
Ruth Skaggs
Cora Dotson, West Plains, Missouri
Marijana Grisuik, Strawberry Hill, Kansas
Carolym Meyer, Moscow Mills
Doris Shreve – Father Behan
Louis Kittlaus
Margaret and Neil Schowengerdt – Kate Frick Ebeling
Frank Cuculich (Croatian)
Joe Broseghini, Novinger, Missouri
Anna Stiglich, (Croatian), Novinger, Missouri
Jean C. Carr sings
Mount Carmel Chruch, Marshall, MO, Singspiration
Saxon Hills Heritage, St. Louis
Gertrude Burger, California, MO – Natlie Villmer, Old Mines
L.A. Kingsbury
Mrs Evans, Troy, MO, about Charlotte Meyer and Richard Chase at Stephens
R.P. Christeson
Shirley Fischer Ahrends, Ashley, N. Dakota
Cordell Watson, St. James, MO, local iron mining
Earl Strebeck, St. James, MO, St. James and the Civil War
Levis Donati, St. James, MO, Italians-Rosati
Ford Hughes, St. James, Maramec Iron Works
Alice Smallwood, St. James, Hearst-Bowles-James connection
Land und Leute, Westphalia MO
Connie Eichenseer, Bavarian Folk Music
Dr. Eichenseer in Columbia, 1977
Charles van Ravenswaay lecture
Evening of German and Missouri Music
“Datt Olle Backs”, Ida Klosterkamp
50 Jahre Volksmusik im Beyerischen Rundfunk
German-American Heritage programs
General Geography of Germany

Box 9
Columbia, Missouri, Rotary Club
   Newsletter, 1980s-1990s
   Miscellaneous

Box 10
German language teaching materials

Box 11
Oral History Project, grant application
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Missouri Place Names, grant and research material
Center for Aging Studies, University of Missouri-Columbia

**Box 12**
*Missouri Origins* program
Correspondence
Scripts
*Little Germany on the Missouri: The Photographs of Edward J. Kemper*
Correspondence and related material

**Boxes 13-14**
*A Golden Age of German-American Culture: Hermann, Missouri 1895-1920*
Exhibit photographs (prints)
Correspondence, research material and related records
Bethel German Colony, correspondence and research material

**Box 15**
Bethel German Colony, correspondence and research material

**Box 16**
Bethel German Colony, correspondence and research material
Westphalia, Missouri, organizations, Bruns family and other research material etc.

**Box 17**
Westphalia, Missouri, organizations, Bruns family and other research material etc.

**Box 18**
American Association of Teachers of German, Missouri Chapter, 1970s
Society for German American Studies

**Box 19**
Grant Applications
Missouri Committee for the Humanities

**Box 20**
Germans in America

**Box 21**
German immigration
Germans in Concordia, MO

**Box 22**
Germans in Concordia, MO
Society for German American Studies Newsletter
Genealogy
Correspondence
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Box 23
1970 Self Study- German and Slavic (2 folders)
Chairman
LSU Graduate Faculty
German Honorary- Delta Phi Alpha
Sabbatical Leave
Correspondence (2 folders)

Box 24
Exhibits
International Council of Geographic Names
Italians in Missouri
Missouri Origins Tours
Student Exchanges
1983 Tricentennial
Women
Zwonitzer Letter of October 8, 1936
Correspondence- Misc. (2 folders)
AATG- German Teachers
American Indian Charities
Carl Betz, American Turners
Engelmann, George, Dr.
German Dialects
Kuder-Busch Papers- University of Arkansas
Turnverein- Turners in USA
New Melle, MO- Alberta Toedebusch
Institute for German Studies
Faculty and friends
UMC Students
Inquiries and Answers, 1990
Class Record Books, 1952-1984

Box 25
Karl Becker Collection of Songs from the Rhineland

Box 26
Sealsfield Research

Box 27
Pennsylvania Germans in Missouri
Awards and Misc.
WWII Service Record
American Legion
Faculty- University Club, Retirees Association
Flynn Meat Study
Society for the History of Germans in Maryland
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Box 28
Recognition, 1995
Lecturers and Visitors, LSU
Department of Foreign Languages, Lectures
Department of Foreign Languages- News, Publicity, Activities
Schroeder Consultation
1991 Acorn Award
NDEA Overseas, 1966
German Embassy
306 Amherst Property
Kent State
Dr. Schroeder
Lepke
Parks
Foreign Languages Department
Division of Department
Department of Foreign Languages- News Clippings
KSU International Students
KSU New Student Program
KSU Correspondence
Department of Foreign Languages- Foreign Language Teachers’ Conference

Box 29
German Folklore and Folk Culture
   Allgeniene Einleitung
   Bankelsanger
   Belguim
   Children’s Literature
   Cultural (Theatre)
   Customs- Wedding
   Customs- Religious
   Customs- Holidays
   Christmas
   St. Nicholas
   New Year
   Holocaust
   World War I and II
   Folk History- “Oral History and Folklore”
   Folk Tales
   Monuments
   Popular Culture
Folklore- International
Das Volkslied
International Folk Music Council, 1975
Collecting Methods
Fountains
Pagan and Christian
Germanic Folklore
Folk Art- Weaving
Folk Art
German Fraktur
Germans- Missouri- 20th Century
Death
Superstitions
Witchcraft
Falconry
Kulturgeschichtliche Monographien
Beer and Wine
Food and Wine
Costume

Box 30
German Folklore and Folk Culture
Crafts
Crafts- Musical Instruments
Crafts- Sewing and Needlework
Folk Heroes
Folk Medicine
Pageants
Planting- Agricultural
Proverbs
Puppetry
Signs and Symbols
German Art- Painting
German Art- Religious
Bibliography and Materials
Germanic Folklore (100GH), Fall 1980
Folklore- German
German Folklore
The Folklore of Germany, Austria, and Switzerland (100GH)
Nazi Mythology
Culture During the Nazi Era
Growing Up In Nazi Germany
Dienstvorschrift
Prisoners of War (WWII)
Trips to Germany, 1976-1984
Box 31
Trips to Germany, 1985-1994
1981 UMC Development Fund Weekend
Mizzou Outreach
Oral History- Correspondence
Oral History- German
Intensive German (OSU)
Germany
Inquiries, 1997-

Box 32
Sealsfield Index Cards and Research Notes

Box 33
Sealsfield Index Cards and Research Notes
Folklore Journals
   Heritage of Kansas, 1975-1977
   Mid-South Folklore, 1973-1978
   Mid-America Folklore, 1979-1999
   Southern Folklore, 1989
   Western Folklore, 1984-1991
   Midwestern Journal Of Language and Folklore, 1979
   Northwest Folklore, 1985
   Publications of the Missouri Philological Association, 1978

Box 34
Hermann Cookbook
Index of Missouri Gunsmiths
Correspondence
Societies and Clubs- Missouri
Volkssportverbandes- Missouri
Paul V. Wurttemberg, Hans B. Sachsen
Audrain
Franklin County- MO Historical Trust
“In Retrospect:  A Bicentennial Review of our Historical Heritage”
German Literature
Rilke in English
   Reviews
   Papers
   Animal Image
   Correspondence and Bibliography
   Bibliography
   Book Reviews
   Index to the Letters
   Correspondence
Paul Obermuller
Reviews
German in Grade School
American National Biography: Anna Elisabeth Henriette Bernadine Geisberg Bruns
Thias Family
Hermann Family

**Box 35**
Schowengerdt Information from Germany
125th Anniversary St. Martin’s United Church of Christ, 1982
Spanish Land Grants
Boone County Historical Society Newsletter
American Schleswig-Holstein Heritage Society
Hermann-Deutscheim State Historic Site
Boone-Duden Historical Society
Cole County Historical Society
Osage County Historical Society Newsletters
St. Charles County
Warren County
Washington Historical Society
Orscheln Correspondence
The William Hopen Clan of Missouri
Decker Family
Kent State University Semicentennial Clipping File
Geisberg Family History

**Box 36**
Hermann Project Catalog
MHC Grant
Correspondence
CDS: Congress-Bundestag Youth Exchange
Germany- Maps
Oaks Indian Center
Aurora, OR Correspondence
Concordia Historical Institute
48er- German Revolution
Kansas City
Radio Series- German-American Heritage
“Rural German Women in Early Nebraska and Kansas”
Missouri Cultural Heritage
“It Just Doesn’t Sound Right: Spracherhalt und Sprachwechsel Bei Deutschen Kirchengemeinden in Cole County, Missouri”
Missouri Origins: The Landscape of Home
Sedalia, Missouri Directory
German Consulate General, 1990
ACCESSION CA5536
ADOLF E. SCHROEDER PAPERS

German Historical Institute
DANK (German American National Congress
Missouri Union Advisory Committee
SGAS (Society for German American Studies)
Misc. Articles and Maps- Germany

Box 37
German travel materials
Travel to represent UMC
German/American Heritage Radio Program
  #1- Migration
  #2- Geography
  #3- Government and Community Planning
  #4- Education
  #5- Agriculture in German America
  #6- Music
  #7- Customs and Traditions
  #8- Language
  #9- Music and Dance
  #10- Literature
  #11- Prejudice
  #12- Achievement
  #13- The Future
Permission and Waiver Letters
Missouri- The Landscape of Life
Student Papers
Translations (12 folders)
Manuscripts
Misc. Publications

Box 38
Advanced Placement Exams
Rilke Selection
Amerikanischen in Wien
KSU/LSU Early Admissions
Germany- Pictures
Germany- Customs
Germany- Research Papers
Germany- Songs (5 folders)
Lingua Games
Language Committee
Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, 1987
German booklets: Soldier songs (Fritz Kredel, [1933]); On differences between
    Evangelical Church and Orthodox Lutheran Synod (H. Niefer, 1907)
AUDIOVISUAL MATERIAL
German Oral History Project and Missouri Origins Project (audio recordings of interviews) [160 a.c.]

OVERSIZE MATERIAL
Location: UO-2A
  Confirmation certificate—Heilda Tessmer [Jeffriesburg, Missouri]
  Marriage certificates
    Erwin Lucas Funke—Heilda Louise Tessmer [Union, Missouri], 1928
    August Severit—Katherina Ripplinger [Belleville, Illinois], 1891